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1. WORKING PARTY ON LEGAL MATTERS: ADDITIONAL MEMBER

The CHAIRMAN stated that the delegation of Austria had expressed a

wish to be represented on the .Working ?arty on Legal Matters.

Decision: It was agreed that Austria should be included in the
membership of the Working Party on Legal Matters.

2. REPRESENTATION OF EXECUTIVE BOARD AT MEETÎNGS.OF MAIN COMMITTEES

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr. GEAR, representing the Executive Board,

to make a statement.

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa), representing the Executive Board, recalled

the statement made at the second plenary meeting by the Chairman of the

Executive Board and the resolution adopted by the Board at its Fifth Session

(Official Records No. 25, page 2, resolution 1.8,3,) r cgarding representation n

of the Board at the Third World Health Assembly, and said that, in this connexion,

the Board had proposed, as an experiment, that one of its members should be

present during the meetings of each main committee. He had been designated as

the Board!.s representative to the Committee on Administration, Finance and

Legal Matters and would be present at its meetings to deal formally with any

questions which the committee might wish to put to him and would be available

to give any informal explanations in regard to Executive Board documents or de-

cisions which delegates might desire.

3. CORRECTION TO ASSEMBLY JOURNAL NO. 4

Mr, SIEGEL, Assistant Director- General, Department of Administration and

Finance, apologized for an error in the Assembly Journal Nog 4, and said that

the first paragraph of the announcement on page 7 should been with the words:
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"Delegations desiring to nominate a person to serve on the Executive Board .

4. STATUS OF CONTRIBUTIONS FOR 1948: Item 5 of the Agenda
(Official Records No. 21, page 35, WHA2.54 and WHA2.56; No. 25, page 21,

item 7.1.6; Documents A3/51 and A3 /51 Add 1)

At the invitation of the CHAIRMAN, Dr. GEAR introduced item 5 of the

Agenda and gave the relevant document references. He reminded the committee

of the provisions of Article 7 of the Constitution of the World Health

Organization and explained the decision of the Executive Board to bring the

matter before the Third World Health Assembly for a decision.

Mr. HILL (Australia) said the question of the status of contributions to

the budgets of the World Health Organization and, in particular, the budgets of

past years, was a matter of fundàmental importance to the financial stability of

the Organization. The retiring President and the Director- General had referred

at the first plenary meeting to the inadequacy of the budget to meet the health

needs of the countries of the world, and it could just as logically be emphasized

that the work of the Organization, and the programmes which had been drawn up

after most careful consideration, had been stultified by the failure of Members

to meet their obligations within a reasonable time. As evidence of that, he

quoted the opening paragraph of the Executive Board's report on budgetary and

financial matters (Official Records No. 26, page 8).

The actual position, in accordance with the latest available information on

the status of contributions to the budget for 1948, was set out in detail in

document A3/51, from which it was gratifying to note that the position had

materially improved since the meeting of the Executive Board in January, but, at

the same time, the position in respect of certain Members remained unsatisfactory:
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document A3 /S1 revealed that 18 Members were in arrears involving a sum of

$750,955.08, or 15..45% of the budget for 1948.

It would be seen that the Director- General, acting on the Board's resolution,

had been in communication with the countries concerned and that, out of the 18,

ten or eleven had taken or were taking appropriate action to liquidate their

indebtedness. In that connexion, Mr. Hill mentioned particularly the prompt

payment by Italy of the greater part of her assessment for 1948. There were,

however, some countries which had given no indication of their intentions and

those countries at present retained all the rights and privileges of, and were

being serviced by the Organization, in various ways, despite their failure to

contribute, thus constituting a drain on the slender resorirces of the

Organization, which could probably be used to greater advantage in other

directions.

Referring to the draft resolution proposed by the South African delegation

(document A3 /51) the operative part of which would allow fúrther postponement

of payment, Mr. Hill thought no one would disagree with the principle behind the

resolution, that any positive action should only be taken after the fullest

investigation of the facts surrounding the non - payment of contributions.

There were three groups of countries - those who had already paid the

greater part of their contributions, those who were in communication with the

Director -General, and those who had given no indication of their intentions.

The committee would doubtless agree that no positive action under Article 7 of

the Constitution should be applied to the first two groups, but the Australian

delegation felt that the South African resolution went too far in giving another

year's grace to countries in the third group and considered therefo e; that the

resolution did not adequately meet the requirements of the present situation,
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that the position should not b e allowed to continuer and that positive action

should be taken against countries in the third group..

With those considerations and the terms of Article 7 of the Constitution

in mind, the Australian delegation submitted the following draft resolution for

the consideration of the committees,

"The Third WWorld- Nealttr Assemblyi

Noting the provisions of Article 7 of the C.onstittttion of the.
World Health Organization, namely, "if a Member fails'to meet its
financial obligations to the Organization or in other exceptional
circumstances, the Health Assembly may, on such conditions as it
thinks proper, suspend the voting privileges and services to which a
Member is entitled.";

Noting that certain Members of the Organization have failed to
pay contributions in respect of their budgetary assessments for 1948;.

Noting, however, that certain countries have made known to the
Director-General their intention to meet their outstanding financial
obligations in respect of their assessments for 1948, or are in
communication with the Director- General on this subject,

(1) RESOLVES that the following members
being in arrears in respect of their assessment for 1948, shall be
deprived of the right to vote at the Executive Board and also of the
right to vote at the World Health Assembly until such time as their
respective contributions in arrears for 1948 are paid in full;

(2) REQUESTS the Director -General not to initiate or continue
services to the countries mentioned in the preceding paragraph while

they remain in arrears for contributions assessed for 1948, unless
he considers that special circumstances exist which justify such
services, such as the necessity to safeguard the results of operations
already undertaken or the importance of such services to the health
of neighbouring countries; and

(3) REQUESTS the Director -General to report to each session of

the Executive Board on the nature of the services being rendered to
those countries mentioned in paragraph 1 above, and on the reasons
for the continuance of these services,"

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, &r.. Hill said the intention of his

proposed resolution was that, if it were acceptable in principle to the committee,.
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a wonting party should be set up to examina and give consideration.to any ex}

tenuating circumstances, after which the names óf the countries concerned could

inserted in the resolution.

Mr, LINDSAY (United Kingdom) said his delegation had, great  sympathy with

the purpose of the draft resolution which had been submitted by the delegate of

Australia. He suggested, however, that thé South African resolutión was not so

sweeping as, the;. delegate. of Australia had suggested; :itit referred to three

classes óf Members, which were not the same as those referred to in the Australian

resolution, in which the third class consisted of countries,which had given no

ind1 tiOn pf . their , ntentipns ,, The two resolutions were more nearly akin than

had been suggested by the delegate of 'Australia.

A more' important and. unpleasant question was that of the application of

Article 7 of the Constitution, which Was complicated' not only by its bearing on

.item 19 of the agenda, consideration of which had been postponed, but by certain

recent 'happenings . He referred specifically- to the visit to Moscow of

Mr, Trygve Lie, Secretary- General of the ' United Nations.

Mr, Lindsay suggest that a decision on the question of the application of

4rtiçle 7 was not necessary for the committeets immediate task, which was to

prepare for á ; joint 'meeting with, the Committee on Programme on Saturday morning.

Such a decision, which might affect certain delegations represented at the Health

Assembly who would be.entitled to take part in thé election of Members entitled

to designate a person tó serVe .on the Exècutive'Board, eoul.d' be disposed of by

general consent, in the. foilowi werdss No action by' this-Assembly under

Article 7 of the Constritution should deprive a delegation present at this

Assembly of the right vote in the eles:tion for the. Executive Board," or,
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that the position should not be allowed to continue, and that positive action

should be taken against countries in the third group,

With those considerations and the terms of Article 7 of the Constitution

in mind, the Australian. delegation submitted, the following draft resolution for

the consideration of the committee:

"The Third. forla Realth-Assenbly.

Noting the provisions of Article 7 of the C:onetitntion of tbs.
World Health Organization, namely, "if a Member fails to meet its
financial obligations to the Organization or in other exceptional
circumstances, the Health Assembly may, on such conditions as it
thinks proper, suspend the voting privileges and services to which a
Member is entitled.";

Noting that certain Members of the Organization have,led to
pay contributions in respect of their budgetary assessments for 1948.;

Noting, however, that certain countries have made kñown to the
Director -General their intention to meet their outstanding financial
obligations in respect'of their assessments for 1948, or are in
communication with the Director- General on this subject,

(1) RESOLVES that the following members
being in arrears in respect of their assessment for 1948, shall be
deprived of the right to vote at the Executive Board and also of the
right to vote at the World Health Assembly until such time as their
respective contributions in arrears for 1948 are paid in full;

(2) REQUESTS the Director -General not to initiate or continue .

services to the countries mentioned in the preceding paragraph while

they remain in arrears for contributions assessed for 1948, unless
he considers that special circumstances exist which justify such
services, such as the necessity to safeguard the results of operations
already undertaken or the importance of such services to the health
of neighbouring countries; and

(3) REQUESTS the Director -General to report to each session of

the Executive Board on the nature of the services being rendered to
those countries mentioned in paragraph 1 above, and on the reasons
for the continuance of these services.,"

In reply to a question by'the CHAIRMAN, Mr.. Hill said the intention of his

proposed resolution was that, if it were acceptable in principle to the committee,
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a working party should be set up to examine and give consideration to any ex-

;teriüating circunstances, after which the names of the countries concerned could

be inserted in the resolution.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) said his delegation had great sympathy with

the purpose of the draft resolutiohwhich'had been submitted by the delegate of

Australia. He u, gested,- `howeier, #+hat' the South- Af ^ can resolution was not so

sweeping as the delegate:. óf Australia liad- suggested; .It r>eferréd to three

classes of Memb.er.s which were not the same as those referred to in.the Australian

resolutïón, in which the third class consisted of countries which 'had given no

indic tipn; ,of their intentions The two resolutions were more nearly akin than

had been sugL ested wby the delegat óf Australia.

A more important and unpleasant question was that of the application of

Article 7 of the Constitution, which was Complicated not only by its bearing on

item 1g of the 'agenda, consideration of which had been postponed, but by certain

recent happenings . He referred specifically. to the visit to Moscow of

Mr. Trygve :I,ie, Secretary -General of the United Nations .

Mr. Lindsay suggest that a decision on the question of the application of

Article 7 was not necessary for 'the committee's immediate task, which was to

prepare for a joint meeting with the- CoMmit toe'.on Programme, on Saturday morning.

Such a decision, which might affect certain delegations represented at the Health

Assembly who would be entitled to take part in the election of Members entitled

to designate á person to serve on the :Executive-; Board,., would be ,disposed of by

general consent, in the following, wards .? "No action bÿ  this ; assembly. und

Article 7 of the. Gonstitutior Shoult deprive' a. delegation present at this

l sserably of the right to vote ' in the election for : the Executive Board," or,
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clternctively, consideration of action under Article 7 might be postponed. He

believed that a number of delegations had already asked whether their instructions

from their governments ought to be revised in view of the events to which he had

referred.

Asked by the CHAIRKIN whether he was proposing an amendment to the South

African resolution, Mr. LINDSAY said his proposal was to postpone consideration

of that resolution and was an implicit resolution not to deprive delegations of

their right to vote in the election of Members entitled to designate a Member to

serve on the Executive Board.

Mr. TALJAARD (Union of South ;Africa) said that, in submitting its

draft resolution, the South African delegation did not wish to imply that

it did not take a serious view of the non- payment of contributions in arrears;

on the contrary, they considered it of the utmost importance to the work of the

Organization that payments should be made regularly and as promptly as national

procedures would allow. At the same time, however, account must be taken of

certain circumstances which made it undesirable that the Health Assembly should,

at this early stage, take action which might be detrimental to the overall fixture

interests of the Organization.' His delegation was convinced that everything

possible should be done to develop and maintain the best possible relations

between every Member State and the Organization; only in that spirit Gould the

objectives of the Organization be realized. With that end in view, his delegation

felt that the door should be left wide open for defaulting Members to make amends.

If the committee adopted the resolution contained in document A3/51, Members in

arrears would have a little more time in which to make their contributions.

He drew the attention of the committee to the satisfactory and encouraging
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results that had been obtained in a short time by the action taken by the

Executive Board in January last, and he believed that, for the present, the

Organization should continue to act along the same lines.

In regard to the fourth category of countries mentioned' by the delegate of

the United Kingdom, M'r. Taljaard recalled that the position of countries which

regarded themselves as being no longer Members of the Organization would be dealt

with separately order items 19 and 19.1 of the Assembly's agenda.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) associated himself with the opinion expressed

by the delegate of Australia. The problem of unpaid contributions was a most

serious one, but so was that of taking action under Article 7 of the Constitution.--

He therefore supported the proposal of the delegate of the United Kingdom to post-

pone a decision until, say, next week.

He asked the delegate of the United Kingdom whether, if it was his intention

to propose that no action should be taken at the present stage, he would amend

his proposal to one for postponement of discussion of the whole question until the

following week in view of the many urgent matters before the committee.

Dr. CANAPERIA (Italy) explained the position of his country in regard to

the 1948 contributions. The fact that a small amount was still owing was due

to the effect of the revaluation of currencies which had taken place since the

original assessment. His delegation had now received a letter from the Minister

of the Treasury, informing them that an allocation had already been granted for

that amount, as well as an allocation for 1949.

The CHLLIRMAN thanked the delegate of Italy for his statement.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom), replying to the delegate of the Netherlands,
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said his purpose was to distinguish consideration of the financial situation

resulting from the non -payment of contributions for 1948 from the question of

the action required under Article 7. He agreed to the postponement of discussion

of and decision on action to be taken under Article 7, but not to the postponement

of discussion of the status of contributions for 1945.

Referring to the comment of the delegate of the Union of South Africa re-

garding consideration under item 19 of the agenda of countries which no longer

considered themselves As Members of the Organization, he thought that action

under Article 7 should be considered separately from any declaration by a Member

State, but, on the other hand, any such declaration, or the lack of any such

declaration, would be a factor to be taken into account when discussing action

called for under Article 7.

W. Lindsay said he had not intended to introduce a fourth class of

countries but merely to suggest that the third class mentioned by the delegate

of Australia was not included in the South African resolution.

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) said that all Members of the committee who had taken

part in the inaugural meetings of the Organization would recall the lengthy

debates which had taken place in connexion with the drafting of Article 7 of the

Constitution, He thought that the south ,African sr.etdlution was broad, in concept

and showed a spirit of good international relationship.

It was true that they would all like to have a more stable organization,

with all obligations fulfilled, but the Organization could not be al ;owed to go

to pieces simply because of lack of money. If Article 7 were applied, the

Organization would be doomed to failure. The world was at present in a state of

instability and everyone would be watching and taking note of what was being done
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here, He thought they should not impede the attempt of the Secretary- General

of the United Nations by applying Article 7,

He saw no reason for continuing the debate; there was no other proposal

before the committee nor had the proposal submitted been seconded. He there-

fore wished to second the proposal submitted by the South African delegation

and to move the closure of the debate,

Mr, BANDARANA,IKE (Ceylon), püinting out' that the only proposal before the

committee was that of the South African delegation, the suggestions made by the

delegates of Australia and the United Kingdom not having been made in writing,

suggested that as this was a matter of great importance, the closure should

not be applied but that the committee should have the later proposals before it

and he able to discuss them at the next meeting.

Decision: The proposal for closure of the debate was rejected

by twenty -seven votes to four.

The CHAIRMAN said it was clear that the committee must continue its dis-

cussion In the interval before the afternoon meeting, the Secretariat would

prepare and circulate the proposals which had been made verbally,

The meeting rose at 12 noon.
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